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This book constructs a suggestive, dramatic and colourful portrait of migrants' everyday life in 1950s and early 1960s Australia, by
focusing on important aspects such as health, sexuality, self-beautification, love, and morality. The book considers two columns
edited by Lena Gustin (Mamma Lena) for the Italian-language newspaper in Australia &ltI>La Fiamma between 1956 and 1964.
Furthermore, the historical analysis is based on hundreds of original letters that Italian migrants wrote in the same years to the two
columns or directly to Gustin. Most of these letters were never published in the newspaper, or were strongly edited before
publication. Gustin's selection and editing eliminated most of the explicit references to the body, sexuality, and violence. This
'editing of the body' opens up important questions about the construction of Italian ethnic identity by the migrant elites and by
scholars."
The ‘Southern Question' has been a major topic in Italian political, economic and cultural life for a century and more. During the
Cold War, it was the justification for heavy government intervention. In contemporary Italy, a major part of the appeal of the
Lombard League has been its promise to dissociate the South from the North, even to the point of secession. The South also
remains a resonant theme in Italian literature. This interdisciplinary book endeavours to answer the following: - When did people
begin to think of the South as a problem? - Who - intellectuals, statisticians, criminologists, political exiles, novelists (among them
some important southerners) - contributed to the discourse about the South and why? - Did their view of the South correspond to
any sort of reality? - What was glossed over or ignored in the generalized vision of the South as problematic? - What
consequences has the ‘Question' had in controlling the imaginations and actions of intellectuals and those with political and other
forms of power? - What alternative formulations might people create and live by if they were able to escape from the control of the
‘Question' and to imagine the political, economic and cultural differences within Italy in some other way? This timely book reveals
how Southern Italians have been affected by distorted versions of a complex reality similar to the discourse of ‘Orientalism'. In
situating the devaluation of Southern Italian culture in relation to the recent emergence of ‘anti-mafia' ideology in the South and
the threat posed to national unity by the Lombard League, it also illuminates the world's stiff inter-regional competition for
investment capital.
Back in a new printing is this original vision of a forest filled with cute horny winged little fairies in tight fetish leather outfits. In
Kondom's fairy-world, when a fairy turns 100 years old they become keepers and caretakers of the forest and all the little critters
who live in the woods. While searching for a missing Stag Beetle, Pfil comes across an isolated house with three evil fairies who
drug, bind and take her prisoner for their own sexual purposes. Where is Pamila and how does Pfil get out of this one?
This volume constitutes a multidisciplinary intervention into the emerging field of postcolonial studies in Italy, bringing together
cultural and social history, critical and political theory, literary and cinematic analyses, ethnomusicology and cultural studies,
anthropological fieldwork, and race, gender, diaspora, and urban studies.
“Utterly sublime . . . Aduatells a gripping story of war, migration and family, exposing us to the pain and hope that reside in each
encounter” (Maaza Mengiste, author of The Shadow King). Adua, an immigrant from Somalia, has lived in Italy nearly forty years.
She came seeking freedom from a strict father and an oppressive regime, but her dreams of becoming a film star ended in shame.
A searing novel about a young immigrant woman’s dream of finding freedom in Rome and the bittersweet legacies of her African
past. “Lovely prose and memorable characters make this novel a thought-provoking and moving consideration of the wreckage of
European oppression.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Igiaba Scego is an original voice who connects Italy’s present with
its colonial past. Adua is an important novel that obliges the country to confront both memory and truth.” —Amara Lakhous, author
of Dispute over a Very Italian Piglet “This book depicts the soul and the body of a daughter and a father, illuminating words that
are used every day and swiftly emptied of meaning: migrants, diaspora, refugees, separation, hope, humiliation, death.”
—Panorama “A memorable, affecting tale . . . Brings the decolonialization of Africa to life . . . All the more affecting for being told
without sentimentality or self-pity.” —ForeWord Reviews “Deeply and thoroughly researched . . . Also a captivating read: the novel
is sweeping in its geographical and temporal scope, yet Scego nonetheless renders her complex protagonists richly and lovingly.”
—Africa Is a Country
In Dividing the Domestic, leading international scholars roll up their sleeves to investigate how culture and country characteristics
permeate our households and our private lives. The book introduces novel frameworks for understanding why the household
remains a bastion of traditional gender relations—even when employed full-time, women everywhere still do most of the work
around the house, and poor women spend more time on housework than affluent women. Education systems, tax codes, labor
laws, public polices, and cultural beliefs about motherhood and marriage all make a difference. Any accounting of "who does what"
needs to consider the complicity of trade unions, state arrangements for children's schooling, and new cultural prescriptions for a
happy marriage. With its cross-national perspective, this pioneering volume speaks not only to sociologists concerned with gender
and family, but also to those interested in scholarship on states, public policy, culture, and social inequality.
We think we know what healers do: they build on patients’ irrational beliefs and treat them in a ‘symbolic’ way. If they get results,
it’s thanks to their capacity to listen, rather than any influence on a clinical level. At the same time, we also think we know what
modern medicine is: a highly technical and rational process, but one that scarcely listens to patients at all. In this book,
ethnopsychiatrist Tobie Nathan and philosopher Isabelle Stengers argue that this commonly posed opposition between traditional
and modern medicine is misleading. They show instead that healers are interesting precisely because they don’t listen to patients,
using techniques of ‘divination’ rather than ‘diagnosis’. Healers construct genuine therapeutic strategies by identifying the
origins of symptoms in external forces, outside of the mind of the sufferer. Modern medicine, for its part, is characterized by
empiricism rather than rationality. What appears to be the pursuit of rationality is ultimately only a means to dismiss and exclude
other forms of treatment. Blurring the distinctions between traditional and modern practices and drawing on perspectives from
across the globe, this ethnopsychiatric manifesto encourages us to think in radically new ways about illness, challenging accepted
notions on the relationship between sufferer and symptom.
Italy was given a trusteeship administration of Somalia, its former colony, from 1950 to 1960. The Amministrazione Fiduciaria
Italiana della Somalia (AFIS) is a unique case within the context of African decolonization, as it was a colonialism limited in time,
during which the Italian government controversially gave the previous Fascist administrators the task to lead this African country to
democracy and independence. Shirin Ramzanali Fazel's Clouds over the Equator provides a powerful description of meticcio
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literary characters during the AFIS administration, and makes readers view this period from the perspective of two women: that of
Amina, a Somali woman, and her daughter, Giulia. Clouds over the Equator contributes to re-imagine national spaces, and
provides a powerful representation of the condition of those who straddle different cultures. Because of her ability to raise critical
questions about the nature, the role, and the legacy of 'scientific' racism, Shirin's voice feels necessary and relevant not only to
grasp the legacy of AFIS administration, but the resistance to the pervasive white privilege that was institutionalized in the colonies
and shapes the contemporary world. Clouds over the Equator is a wonderfully detailed, graceful and thought provoking novel,
which builds on those reflections, by providing a unique depiction of the AFIS administration in Somalia and its legacy. [From
Simone Brioni's Foreword]
The 2020 edition of International Migration Outlook analyses recent developments in migration movements and policies in OECD
countries and some non-member countries, and looks at the evolution of the labour market outcomes of immigrants in OECD
countries.
It is well known that large numbers of Europeans migrated overseas during the century preceding the Great Depression of 1930,
and that a great many of them went to the United States. What is not well known, particularly in the United States, is that more
than 20 percent of these migrants emigrated to Latin America, and that they significantly influenced the demographic, economic,
and cultural evolution of many areas in the region. Individuals have migrated to Latin America since the beginning of the Conquest
more than 500 years ago, but by far the largest number, 10 million, migrated from 1870 to 1930. This incredible influx was also
concentrated in terms of the origins and destinations of the individuals: three-quarters came from the Iberian peninsula and Italy,
while 91 percent relocated to just three countries-Argentina (50 percent), Brazil (36 percent), and Uruguay (5 percent). Mass
Migration to Modern Latin America includes original contributions from more than a dozen of the leading scholars of the new
methodologically and theoretically innovative Latin American migration history that has emerged during the past 20 years.
Although the authors focus primarily on the nature and impact of mass migration to Argentina and Brazil from 1870 to 1930, they
place their analysis in broader historical and comparative contexts. They link the mass migrations at the turn of the past century to
older migratory traditions and existing social networks, some of which had their roots in the colonial period. The editors begin each
section of the book with personal stories of individual immigrants and their families, providing students with a glimpse into the
complex process of migration and how it played out in various situations. This text will help readers understand that Latin America
is more than a "traditional society," composed of the descendants of the Conquistadors and Native Americans. This book
demonstrates the crucial impact of the mass migrations of the late nineteenth and early twentieth c
Nigel Harris's ground-breaking book examines migration as a response to changes in the world economy. He shows that, despite
tighter controls, increasing numbers of workers are moving, whether legally or not, between countries. Unskilled immigrant workers
play a vital role in improving standards of living in the developed world. And in turn the countries from which they have come
benefit in a major way from the earnings sent back home. Arguing that few of the fears about immigration are justified, and that
increased immigration tends to mean that jobs and incomes expand, Harris shows why governments will have to ensure the
freedom of people to come and go as they choose.
This book offers a unique contribution, exploring how the intersections among migrants and radical squatter’s movements have
evolved over past decades. The complexity and importance of squatting practices are analyzed from a bottom-up perspective, to
demonstrate how the spaces of squatting can be transformed by migrants. With contributions from scholars, scholar-activists, and
activists, this book provides unique insights into how squatting has offered an alternative to dominant anti-immigrant policies, and
the implications of squatting on the social acceptance of migrants. It illustrates the different mechanisms of protest followed in
solidarity by migrant squatters and Social Center activists, when discrimination comes from above or below, and explores how can
different spatialities be conceived and realized by radical practices. Contributions adopt a variety of perspectives, from critical
human geography, social movement studies, political sociology, urban anthropology, autonomous Marxism, feminism, open
localism, anarchism and post-structuralism, to analyze and contextualize migrants and squatters’ exclusion and social justice
issues. This book is a timely and original contribution through its exploration of migrations, squatting and radical autonomy.
To find more information about Rowman and Littlefield titles, please visit www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
There was time when my country was the country of fairy tales, a country where every child would want to grow and play. This is
the story of the author's physical and emotional journey from her war-torn homeland, Somalia. Some time after the military coup in
1969 Shirin left Mogadishu and moved to Italy to make a new life and home for herself and her family. Since then she has crossed
continents and lived in several cities, facing the challenge of integrating with many different kind of society before settling in
England in 2010. This book encapsulates her reflections on the Somali diaspora.
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small village in Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule in early 2000, his mother shepherds
the boy across the border into Pakistan but has to leave him there all alone to fend for himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s remarkable
and often punishing five-year ordeal, which takes him through Iran, Turkey, and Greece before he seeks political asylum in Italy at
the age of fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat endures the crippling physical and emotional agony of dangerous border crossings,
trekking across bitterly cold mountain pathways for days on end or being stuffed into the false bottom of a truck. But not everyone
is as resourceful, resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and there are many heart-wrenching casualties along the way. Based on Enaiat’s
close collaboration with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and expertly rendered in English by an award- winning translator, this novel
reconstructs the young boy’s memories, perfectly preserving the childlike perspective and rhythms of an intimate oral history. Told
with humor and humanity, In the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly captures Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and lends
urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
This book is a major contribution to our understanding of the condition of the immigrant and it will transform the reader’s understanding of the
issues surrounding immigration. Sayad’s book will be widely used in courses on race, ethnicity, immigration and identity in sociology,
anthropology, cultural studies, politics and geography. an outstanding and original work on the experience of immigration and the kind of
suffering involved in living in a society and culture which is not one’s own; describes how immigrants are compelled, out of respect for
themselves and the group that allowed them to leave their country of origin, to play down the suffering of emigration; Abdelmalek Sayad, was
an Algerian scholar and close associate of the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu - after Sayad’s death, Bourdieu undertook to assemble
these writings for publication; this book will transform the reader’s understanding of the issues surrounding immigration.
A critical and passionate assessment comments on the shortcomings of modern urban planning, arguing that architecture has lost its way
and its true function, as the celebrity architects mold cityscapes to build their brand with no regard for the public good. Original.
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"Comparative literature," Earl Miner writes, "clearly involves something more than comparing two great German poets, and something
different from a Chinese studying French literature or a Russian studying Italian literature." But what would a true intercultural poetics be?
This work proposes various ways to "study something other than what are, all things considered, the short and simple annals of one cultural
parish at one historic moment." The first developed account of theories of literature from an intercultural standpoint, the book shows that an
"originative" or "foundational" poetics develops in cultures with explicit poetics when critics define the nature and conditions of literature in
terms of the then most esteemed genredrama, lyric, or narrative. Earl Miner demonstrates that these definitions and inferences from them
constitute useful bases for comparative poetics.
This report presents the highlights of the International Migration Report 2015, which contains the latest quinquennial estimates of international
migrant stock for 232 countries or areas from 2000 to 2015. The annex in these Highlights provides data for 2000 and 2015 on the estimated
number of international migrants, the percentage of migrants in the total population, the percentage of female migrants, and the median age
of migrants for 232 countries or areas of the world.
A uniquely authoritative handbook for anyone considering journalism as a career. Contributors include William Rees-Mogg, former editor of
the Times.
It's summer in the small seaport town of Astoria and The Goonies are restless. Big developers threaten to take over the town. Then Mikey
finds an old pirate map and the kids take off to find the loot that can save their neighborhood. But they never counted on skeletons with
swords, a booby-trapped underground passage and the murderous ex-con, all of whom want the Goonies' head. Take the oath. Join the
adventure.
“Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears, even if the thread of their discourse is secret, their rules are absurd, their perspectives
deceitful, and everything conceals something else.” — from Invisible Cities In a garden sit the aged Kublai Khan and the young Marco Polo —
Mongol emperor and Venetian traveler. Kublai Khan has sensed the end of his empire coming soon. Marco Polo diverts his host with stories
of the cities he has seen in his travels around the empire: cities and memory, cities and desire, cities and designs, cities and the dead, cities
and the sky, trading cities, hidden cities. As Marco Polo unspools his tales, the emperor detects these fantastic places are more than they
appear. “Invisible Cities changed the way we read and what is possible in the balance between poetry and prose . . . The book I would
choose as pillow and plate, alone on a desert island.” — Jeanette Winterson
"Komla-Ebri writes about what he knows best: Togo remembered and revisited, Italy as his country of adoption, cross-cultural diversity and
similarity, the challenges of assimilation and retention of cultural identity, and the struggle of the individual within these contexts. Each of
these contexts, characteristic of today's migrant writers, are reassumed in the universal theme of nostalgia and return that is the inspiration
and theme of Neyla. With this theme and through the use of various narrative strategies, Komla-Ebri has achieved, in Neyla, a universal lyric
quality that transcends the categorization of African-Italian and places him in the mainstream of Italian and world literature."--BOOK JACKET.
Most studies of immigration to the New World have focused on the United States. Samuel L. Baily's eagerly awaited book broadens that
perspective through a comparative analysis of Italian immigrants to Buenos Aires and New York City before World War I. It is one of the few
works to trace Italians from their villages of origin to different destinations abroad. Baily examines the adjustment of Italians in the two cities,
comparing such factors as employment opportunities, skill levels, pace of migration, degree of prejudice, and development of the Italian
community. Of the two destinations, Buenos Aires offered Italians more extensive opportunities, and those who elected to move there tended
to have the appropriate education or training to succeed. These immigrants, who adjusted more rapidly than their North American
counterparts, adopted a long-term strategy of investing savings in their New World home. In New York, in contrast, the immigrants found
fewer skilled and white-collar jobs, more competition from previous immigrant groups, greater discrimination, and a less supportive Italian
enclave. As a result, rather than put down roots, many sought to earn money as rapidly as possible and send their earnings back to family in
Italy. Baily views the migration process as a global phenomenon. Building on his richly documented case studies, the author briefly examines
Italian communities in San Francisco, Toronto, and Sao Paulo. He establishes a continuum of immigrant adjustment in urban settings,
creating a landmark study in both immigration and comparative history.
This anthology deals with the complexity, variety and experience of all the forms of mobility we witness today in Sub-Saharan Africa. Three
sets of issues are being discussed. This book intends to turn the whole notion of mobility as a supposedly rupturing phenomenon on its head,
emphasizing that rather through travelling connections are established and continuity is experienced. We are challenged to delve into the
traveller's mind, to think and follow their multi-spatial livelihoods and to explore what it means to people if they move in a variety of spaces.
This celebrated and seminal text examines the industrial revolution, from its genesis in pre-industrial Britain, through its development and into
maturity. A chapter-by-chapter analysis explores topics such as economic growth, agriculture, trade finance, labour and transport. First
published in 1969, The First Industrial Nation is widely recognised as a classic text for students of the industrial revolution.
Drawing on a rich trove of documents, including correspondence not seen for 300 years, this study explores the emergence and growth of a
remarkable global trade network operated by Armenian silk merchants from a small outpost in the Persian Empire. Based in New Julfa,
Isfahan, in what is now Iran, these merchants operated a network of commercial settlements that stretched from London and Amsterdam to
Manila and Acapulco. The New Julfan Armenians were the only Eurasian community that was able to operate simultaneously and
successfully in all the major empires of the early modern world—both land-based Asian empires and the emerging sea-borne
empires—astonishingly without the benefits of an imperial network and state that accompanied and facilitated European mercantile expansion
during the same period. This book brings to light for the first time the trans-imperial cosmopolitan world of the New Julfans. Among other
topics, it explores the effects of long distance trade on the organization of community life, the ethos of trust and cooperation that existed
among merchants, and the importance of information networks and communication in the operation of early modern mercantile communities.
This book examines racial and ethnic discrimination in the labour markets and workplaces of western Europe. Scholars from ten different
countries set out the experience and implications of this exclusion for two main groups: the more established second and third generations of
postwar migrant descent, and the 'new' migrants, including seasonal and undocumented workers and refugees, who are vulnerable to
extreme exploitation and unregulated working environments. The book finishes by addressing the implications of these issues for trade
unions and employers in Europe.
Why, despite massive public concern, is child trafficking on the rise? Why are unaccompanied migrant children living on the streets and
routinely threatened with deportation to their countries of origin? Why do so many young refugees of war-ravaged and failed states end up
warehoused in camps, victimized by the sex trade, or enlisted as child soldiers? This book provides the first comprehensive account of the
widespread but neglected global phenomenon of child migration, exploring the complex challenges facing children and adolescents who
move to join their families, those who are moved to be exploited, and those who move simply to survive. Spanning several continents and
drawing on the stories of young migrants, Child Migration and Human Rights in a Global Age provides a comprehensive account of the
widespread and growing but neglected global phenomenon of child migration and child trafficking. It looks at the often-insurmountable
obstacles we place in the paths of adolescents fleeing war, exploitation, or destitution; the contradictory elements in our approach to
international adoption; and the limited support we give to young people brutalized as child soldiers. Part history, part in-depth legal and
political analysis, this powerful book challenges the prevailing wisdom that widespread protection failures are caused by our lack of
awareness of the problems these children face, arguing instead that our societies have a deep-seated ambivalence to migrant children—one
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we need to address head-on. Child Migration and Human Rights in a Global Age offers a road map for doing just that, and makes a
compelling and courageous case for an international ethics of children's human rights.
From the shores of Europe to the Mexican-US border, mass migration is one of the most pressing issues we face today. Yet at the same
time, calls to defend national sovereignty are becoming ever more vitriolic, with those fleeing war, persecution, and famine vilified as a threat
to our security as well as our social and economic order. In this book, written amidst the dark resurgence of appeals to defend ‘blood and
soil’, Donatella Di Cesare challenges the idea of the exclusionary state, arguing that migration is a fundamental human right. She develops
an original philosophy of migration that places the migrants themselves, rather than states and their borders, at the centre. Through an
analysis of three historic cities, Athens, Rome and Jerusalem, Di Cesare shows how we should conceive of migrants not as an other but
rather as resident foreigners. This means recognising that citizenship cannot be based on any supposed connection to the land or an
exclusive claim to ownership that would deny the rights of those who arrive as migrants. Instead, citizenship must be disconnected from the
possession of territory altogether and founded on the principle of cohabitation – and on the ultimate reality that we are all temporary guests
and tenants of the earth. Di Cesare’s argument for a new ethics of hospitality will be of great interest to all those concerned with the
challenges posed by migration and with the increasingly hostile attitudes towards migrants, as well as students and scholars of philosophy
and political theory.
“One of the greatest writers of the twentieth century . . . Simenon was unequaled at making us look inside, though the ability was masked by
his brilliance at absorbing us obsessively in his stories.” —The Guardian In this Georges Simenon classic, a Dutch clerk flees to Paris with his
crooked boss’s money and meets the woman behind the man “A certain furtive, almost shameful emotion . . . disturbed him whenever he
saw a train go by, a night train especially, its blinds drawn down on the mystery of its passengers.” Kees Popinga is a respectable Dutch
citizen and family man—until the day he discovers his boss has bankrupted the shipping firm he works for, and something snaps. Kees used to
watch the trains go by on their way to exciting destinations. Now, on some dark impulse, he boards one at random, and begins a new life of
recklessness and violence. The Man Who Watched the Trains Go By is a chilling portrayal of a man who breaks from society and goes on the
run asks who we are, and what we are capable of.

The next chapter in the critically acclaimed and Eisner Award nominated series as Bridgette, Duncan, and Rose must find a way to
stay one step ahead of Merlin and keep things secret, but it’s a modern era and secrets never stay hidden very long… THE
WORST OF BOTH WORLDS. Although the monsters of Beowulf may have been defeated, the convergence of stories means the
tether between our world and the Otherworld grows dangerously thin. Determined to stay one step ahead of Arthur and Merlin’s
plans, Bridgette and Duncan start with what they know, tracking down the last connections Nimue had: the Nationalists she used
to resurrect Arthur, and Lancelot. But finding the legendary knight may not be enough, Merlin has found his last piece of the puzzle
and it goes all the way up to the highest reaches of British government. In order to prevent more chaos, Bridgette, Duncan, and
Rose must fight harder than ever to keep things secret, but it’s a modern era and secrets never stay hidden very long… New York
Times bestselling writer Kieron Gillen, joins Russ Manning Award winning artist Dan Mora, and colorist Tamra Bonvillain present
the next chapter in the critically acclaimed and Eisner Award nominated series.. Collects Once & Future #13-18.
When civil war erupts in Somalia, cousins Domenica Axad and Barni are separated and forced to flee the country. Barni manages
to eke out a living in Rome, where she works as an obstetrician. Domenica wanders Europe in a painful attempt to reunite her
broken family and come to terms with her past. After ten years, the two women reunite. When Domenica gives birth to a son,
Barni, also known as Little Mother, is at her side. Together with the new baby, Domenica and Barni find their Somali roots and
start to heal the pain they have suffered in war and exile. This powerful yet tender novel underscores the strength of women,
family, and community, and draws on the tenacious yearning for a homeland that has been denied.
The Rakian Kingdom is on the march, a thirty-thousand-strong army headed by Ares, God of War. The target of their sudden
invasion is none other than the world's greatest metropolis, Labyrinth City Orario. As the armed menace approaches in thunderous
lockstep, the city's inhabitants can do nothing but...continue about their completely peaceful lives??? A prum proposes marriage,
one sweet boy becomes a bodyguard, the city girl's secret comes to light, while mortals and gods alike are swept up in
romance--these are the ordinary days of timeless deities and their dazzling children in the fateful city of Orario!
This edited volume brings together fourteen original contributions to the on-going debate about what is possible in contact-induced
language change. The authors present a number of new vistas on language contact which represent new developments in the
field. In the first part of the volume, the focus is on methodology and theory. Thomas Stolz defines the study of Romancisation
processes as a very promising laboratory for language-contact oriented research and theoretical work based thereon. The reader
is informed about the large scale projects on loanword typology in the contribution by Martin Haspelmath and on contact-induced
grammatical change conducted by Jeanette Sakel and Yaron Matras. Christel Stolz reviews processes of gender-assignment to
loan nouns in German and German-based varieties. The typology of loan verbs is the topic of the contribution by Søren Wichmann
and Jan Wohlgemuth. In the articles by Wolfgang Wildgen and Klaus Zimmermann, two radically new approaches to the theory of
language contact are put forward: a dynamic model and a constructivism-based theory, respectively. The second part of the
volume is dedicated to more empirically oriented studies which look into language-contact constellations with a Romance donor
language and a non-European recipient language. Spanish-Amerindian (Guaraní, Otomí, Quichua) contacts are investigated in the
comparative study by Dik Bakker, Jorge Gómez-Rendón and Ewald Hekking. Peter Bakker and Robert A. Papen discuss the
influence exerted by French on the indigenous languages ofCanada. The extent of the Portuguese impact on the Amazonian
language Kulina is studied by Stefan Dienst. John Holm looks at the validity of the hypothesis that bound morphology normally
falls victim to Creolization processes and draws his evidence mainly from Portuguese-based Creoles. For Austronesia, borrowings
and calques from French still are an understudied phenomenon. Claire Moyse-Faurie’s contribution to this topic is thus a
pioneer’s work. Similarly, Françoise Rose and Odile Renault-Lescure provide us with fresh data on language contact in French
Guiana. The final article of this collection by Mauro Tosco demonstrates that the Italianization of languages of the former Italian
colonies in East Africa is only weak. This volume provides the reader with new insights on all levels of language-contact related
studies. The volume addresses especially a readership that has a strong interest in language contact in general and its
repercussions on the phonology, grammar and lexicon of the recipient languages. Experts of Romance language contact, and
specialists of Amerindian languages, Afro-Asiatic languages, Austronesian languages and Pidgins and Creoles will find the volume
highly valuable.
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